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The question, whether any ad-semisimple Lie algebra iscommutative, is 
related tothe existence of simple-semiabelian Lie algebras. These algebras 
determine the Brauer group of a field and are, in addition tothat, significant 
for the study of Lie algebras ll whose proper subalgebras arenilpotent. 
In this paper we consider a class of Lie algebras related toseveral topics 
of Lie algebra theory and field theory. We begin with the study of finite 
dimensional Lie algebras G having the property hat he adjoint represen- 
tation sends every element of G to a semisimple derivation. We call such a 
Lie algebra d-semisimple. Our study of these may be regarded as a 
complement tothe classical investigation of ad-nilpotent Lie algebras due to 
Engel. However, the results ofthe first ection show that, in contrast with 
Engels theory, the theory of ad-semisimple Lie algebras i highly sensitive to 
the choice of the base field. This feature b comes more evident ifwe confine 
our studies tothe subclass ofsimple-semiabelian Lie algebras. Sections 3-5 
are devoted to a brief discussion of some aspects ofthe structure of this 
interesting class; a more thorough investigation can be found in 15 1. 
Theorem 5.2 and Section 6 are closely related toa paper by Towers [ 11 I. 
After discussing therelationship between simple-semiabelian Lie lgebras 
and restricted Lie algebras having anonsingular p-map (i.e., a p-map whose 
only zero is 0), we illustrate, in hefinal section, some aspects ofthe linkage 
between the Brauer group of the underlying field and the isomorphism 
classes ofsimple-semiabelian Lie lgebras: The Brauer group of the field 
admitting no simple-semiabelian Lie algebras i trivial. It isconceivable that 
the Brauer group determines theisomorphism classes ofsimple-semiabelian 
Lie algebras. Thecases of IR and 6, for example, indicate the existence of a
more general, yet discerning relationship. 
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1. CHWE'S THEOREM AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
Let k denote afield and let G be a Lie algebra over k with center 3(G). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let G be solvable. Assume that every ideal J of G having 
the property [J, J] c 3(G) is contained inthe center. Then G is Abelian. 
DEFINITION. G is called ad-semisimple if ad, is semisimple for every 
element x of G. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Every solvable, ad-semisimple, Lie algebra isAbelian. 
Proof Let J u G be an ideal such that [J, J] c 3(G). For x E J we 
obtain ad: = 0. By ad-semisimplicity we therefore have ad, = 0 and the 
assertation is a consequence of Lemma 1.1. 
Remark 1.3. Proposition 1.2generalizes andcorrects a theorem due to 
Chwe [ 1, Theorem 5.21 who claimed that over an arbitrary field of positive 
characteristic p any finite dimensional so vable r stricted Lie algebra h ving 
a nonsingular p-mapping is Abelian. However, his result has general validity 
only over perfect fields (cf. [4]). The following isa counterexample to 
Chwe’s claim. Let p > 3 be a prime number and consider k := GF’(p)(X). 
Define G := ke @ kf 0 kg by [e,f] = g kg = 3(G). G is a nilpotent Lie 
algebra over k. We define a p-mapping via etpl := XgftP1 := Xpg gtpl := g. 
Note that he p-mapping is p-semilinear (p > 3). It is easy to check that [p] 
does not have any nontrivial zero. 
One readily verifies that every subalgebra and every homomorphic image 
of an ad-semisimple Lie algebra isad-semisimple. If [x, y] = y # 0, then ad, 
cannot be semisimple. It follows that if G is ad-semisimple, th n0is the only 
eigenvalue of ad, for each xE G and that every ad-diagonalizable elem nt is 
central. In particular, if k is algebraically c osed, G is Abelian. The last 
statement generalizes a theorem due to Chwe [2]. 
2. AD-SEMISIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS 
WITH NONSINGULAR KILLING-FORM 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a j?nite dimensional Liealgebra over aperfect 
field k with nonsingular Killing-form. ThenG is ad-semisimple if and only if 
0 is the only eigenvalue of ad, in k for every xE G. 
Proof. One direction hasalready been proved in Remark 1.3. Let x E G 
be an ad-nilpotent element and let B denote the trace form on g/(G). 
According to our assumption, we have gl(G) = ad(G) @ ad(G)‘, both 
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summands stable under ad(G). By arguments of Jacobson, (Proc. Amer. 
Math. Sot. 2 (1951), 105-l 13) there is an element g of g/(G) such that 
[ad,, g] = ad,. It follows that g may be replaced by its ad(G)-component 
ad,, in the above, so that x lies in the kernel of ad, - id,. By assumption 
this means that x= 0. Because all derivations of G are inner, itfollows that 
every derivation of G has zero nilpotent part in its Jordan-Chevalley decom- 
position, a dtherefore is semisimple. 
3. SIMPLE-SEMIABELIAN LIE ALGEBRAS 
Throughout this ection we assume k to be of characteristic different 
from 2. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a Lie algebra over k. G is called simple- 
semiabelian f G is simple and every proper subalgebra H of G is Abelian. 
THEOREM 3.1. The following statements areequivalent: 
(1) There exists a three-dimensional simp e-semiabelian Lie algebra 
over k. 
(2) There are a,/3 E k . {O) such that the quadratic form 
f := /IX: + aXi + afiX: + Xi does not represent 0. 
(3) There is a quaternion division algebra over k. 
Proof: It is known that every three-dimensional simp e Lie algebra G 
over k has a k-basis (e,, e,, e3) such that [e,, e,] = e3, [e,, eJ] = ae,, 
[e3, e,] = De,, with a . /J # 0. (cf. [6, p. 131). Consider the quadratic form 
g :=/3X: + aXi + a/IX:. Let u, v be elements of G such that [u, v] = U. 
Write u= Cy=, aiei, v = XI=, Piei. Then we obtain Cf= i aiei = u = [u, v] = 
(aa2P2 - aad21 el + @GA -Pa,/&) e2 + (a#, - a2PJ e3. This yields a
homogeneous system of linear equations inthe variables a,, a*, a3. An 
elementary computation shows that if A denotes the matrix of coefficients, 
then det@)=gV,,P,,P,) + 1. 
(1) => (2). Let G be three-dimensional simp e-semiabelian over k and let 
(D, &, &) be an element of k3 such that g@, , p2, p3) = - 1. Then we have 
det(A) = 0 and there is (a,, a*, a3) E k3\{0} such that 
= 0. 
Set u := Ci=, aiei and v := cf=,/.Iiei. Then, by the above, [u, v] = U. By 
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our present assumption H := ku + kv is an Abelian subalgebra of G. Conse- 
quently, pi=O, l<i<3, and g@,,p,,&)=O#-1. Thus g does not 
represent -1.Since the discriminant disc(g) = (a/I)’ # 0we know that g is 
nondegenerate. Applying [ 10, Corollary 1, p. 331 we obtain the desired 
result. 
(2) Z- (1). Let G be as described at the very beginning of this proof. IfG
is not simple-semiabelian, then G contains a 2-dimensional non-abelian 
subalgebra andwe obtain U, v E G such that H = ku @ kv and [u, v] = U. 
Since f does not represent 0, g does not represent -1 [ 10, Corollary 1, 
p. 331. Write u= Cf=r a,e, and v = JJf=r Piei. Then g(J, ,p2,/.11) +  # 0. 
Thus det(A) # 0since 
=1 
A a, =O. i 1 a3 
This gives pi = 0, 1 < i < 3. Consequently, v = 0 and dim, H = 1, 
contradicting our assumption c cerning H. Hence G is simple-semiabelian. 
(2) o (3) This is well known. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let k be Jinite. Then there are no three-dimensional 
simple-semiabelian Lie algebras over k. 
An example for a simple-semiabelian Lie algebra will be given in 
Section 5. 
4. DERIVATIONS AND MAXIMAL SUBALGEBRAS 
OF SIMPLE-SEMIABELIAN LIE ALGEBRAS 
In the following, k assumed tobe perfect, and G is a finite dimensional Lie 
algebra #Oover k. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be simple-semiabelian. Then every derivation 
D E Der,(G) issemisimple. 
Proof. Let D be a nonzero nilpotent derivation of G. For e E N let 
V, := ker De. Suppose e > 2 and V,-, $ G to be a proper subalgebra. Since 
G is simple-semiabelian, w  see that VP-, is Abelian. By virtue of 
D(V,) c I’,- i we obtain by using the Leibniz formula that I’, is a 
subalgebra of G. Let n := min{t E N; Vt = G}. Then n > 2 and since V, $ G 
is a subalgebra the bove gives inductively: V,- I$ G is a subalgebra of G. 
Consequently [D(G), D(G)] c [I’,-, , V - ,] = 0, and it follows that De is a 
derivation Ve E N. 
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Now let D, be a nonzero nilpotent derivation of minimal degree of 
nilpotency. Theabove readily yields 0: = 0. It is easy to verify that he 
Abelian subalgebra H := ker D, is an ideal of G. Consequently H = 0, 
contradicting he fact hat D, is nilpotent. Thus Der,(G) does not contain 
any nonzero nilpotent elements. The assertion now follows from the 
Jordan-Chevalley decomposition. 
Remark. It is clear from Theorem 4.1 that every derivation algebra ofa 
simple-semiabelian Lie algebra is ad-semisimple. L t G be simple- 
semiabelian andlet H c G be a maximal subalgebra. Then H is a Cartan 
subalgebra ofG and coincides with the centralizer Cen,(x) Vx E H\{O). 
Hence two maximal subalgebras areeither qual or have trivial intersection. 
Let f E G* be a linear form. Following Dixmier (31 we define 
Bf’ I 
GxG-+k the alternating b linear fo m associated 
(x, y) w f( [x, y]) to$ Note that rad(B,) isa subalgebra of G. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose that 0 is the only eigenvalue of ad, in k for 
every xE G. Then rad(B,) # 0 for every linear form f of G*. 
Proof Suppose there is f E G* such that rad(Bf) = 0, then VI: G + G* 
x w Bxx, a) is an isomorphism ofvector spaces. Hence there is x, E G such 
that ~(x,,) = $ Then we have 0 = B,(x,, z - [x0, z]) Vz E G. The linear map 
id, - adTo has a trivial kernel since 1is not an eigenvalue of ad,!. Conse- 
quently td, - adXO is surjective and we obtain x,, E rad(Bf) = 0. Thts implies 
f = 0 and G = 0, a contradiction. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be simple-semiabelian. The  the following 
statements hold: 
(1) If H c G is a maximal subalgebra, then there is an H-module 
VC G such that G = H @ V and ker(ad,],) = 0 Vx E q(O). 
(2) rad(B,) isa maximal subalgebra of G Vf E G*\{O}. 
(3) If H c G is maximal subalgebra, then there is f E G*\(O) such 
that H = rad(Bf) and V c ker f: 
Proof (1) This is an immediate consequence of [ 6, Theorem 4, p. 39 ] 
and the remark above. 
(2) Let f be an element of G*\(O). According to Remark 1.3 and 
Proposition 4.2we have rad(Bf) # 0. On the other hand, rad(Bf) cannot 
coincide with G, since then 0= f([G, G]) = f(G). Consequently, there xists 
a maximal subalgebra H 2 rad(Bf). Let G = H 0 V be the decomposition 
obtained from (1). Let x be a nonzero element of rad(Bf), z E H and 
w = h + v E G, h E H, v E V. Then by (1) we find u E V such that 
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u = [x, u]. Hence B,(z, W) = B,(z, [x, u]) = --BJx, [u, z]) = 0. Consequently, 
z lies in rad(B,) and we obtain H = rad(B,). 
(3) Let G = H @ V be the Fitting decomposition of G relative to H and 
let f E G* be a nonzero linear form with f(V) = 0, then the result follows 
from (2). 
5. SIMPLE-SEMIABELIAN E ALGEBRAS 
OVER REAL CLOSED FIELDS 
Throughout this ection we assume k to be real closed. All Lie algebras 
are finite dimensional. Thefollowing result isa direct onsequence of the 
classification of simple Lie algebras. A proof using the fact hat every 
irreducible module of an Abelian Lie algebra h s dimension not greater than 
2 can be found in [ 5 1. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be simple-semiabelian. Then G is isomorphic to
G,:=kx@ky@kz, with [x,y]=z, [y,z]=x, [z,x]=y. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let G be a Lie algebra over k such that for every 
x E G there is n(x) > 1 with ad:‘“’ = ad,. Then G is Abelian. 
ProoJ Suppose the Corollary isfalse, and let G be a counterexample of 
minimal dimension. Evidently, G is ad-semisimple. Suppose there is a proper 
ideal J (1 G. By virtue ofthe minimality of G we obtain that J and G/J are 
Abelian. Hence G is solvable and therefore Ab lian, a contradiction. Conse- 
quently G is simple-semiabelian and according toTheorem 5.1 isomorphic to 
G,. It is easy to see by induction that he equation ad?+,(z) = (-1)“2”z 
holds in G, for every n E N. Since G, is isomorphic to G there is 
n(x + y) > 1 such that ad$?;y’ = adx+y. The equation [x + y, z] =x - y 
then yields n(x + y) = 1 mod(2) and we write n(x + y) = 2n + 1 n E N. This 
in turn implies x- y = [x + y, z] = ad,+,(ad~+,(z)) = (-1)“2”(x - y) 
which means that n= 0. a contradiction. 
6. LIE ALGEBRAS ALL OF WHOSE PROPER 
SUBALGEBRAS ARE NILPOTENT 
DEFINITION. A Lie algebra G over k is called simple-seminilpotent if G 
is simple and every proper subalgebra is nilpotent. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let k be a perfect field and let G be a finite dimen- 
sional Lie algebra over k such that 
481/83/2-I5 
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(a) G has nonsingular Killing-form, 
(b) every proper subalgebra H c G is nilpotent. 
Then G is ad-semisimple. 
Proof: Let x be an element of G and let aE K be an eigenvalue of ad,. 
Then there is y # 0 such that [x, y] = ax, hence H := kx + ky is a 
subalgebra. If (ris not zero, then H is not nilpotent a dwe get G = H which 
contradicts (a). Hence a = 0. The result now follows from Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let k be perfect field and let G be a finite dimensional 
Lie algebra over k all whose proper subalgebras arenilpotent. Then the 
following statements hold: 
(1) If G has a nonsingular Killing-form, thenG is simple-semiabelian. 
(2) If char(k) = 0, then G is either solvable orsimple-semiabelian. 
Proof (1) From Proposition 6.1we know that G is ad-semisimple. 
Therefore the same is true for every proper subalgebra. Now apply 
Proposition 1.2and [9, p. 161. 
(2) According to Levi’s theorem, G can be written as a direct sum 
G = H 0 rad(G), where H is semisimple. If H is nonzero we must have 
G = H. Moreover H can be written as a direct sum of simple ideals 
G=H=J,@... @ J,. By assumption, r has to be 1. Hence G = J, is 
simple-seminilpotent. Applying (I), we obtain the desired result. 
7. p-SIMPLE-SEMIABELIAN LIE ALGEBRAS 
Throughout this ection let k be a field of characteristic p # 0.
DEFINITION. Let G be a restricted Lie algebra over k. G is called p-
simple if (1) [G, G] # 0 and (2) 0 and G are the only p-ideals of G. 
Lemma 7.1 can be easily verified. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let G be a p-simple Lie algebra. Then the following 
statements hold: 
(1) IfJ a G is an ideal, then J= 0 or JX [G, G]. 
(2) [G, G] is a simple Lie algebra. 
(3) Cen,( [G, G]) = 0. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a restricted Lie algebra over k. G is p-simple- 
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semiabelian f G is p-simple and every proper p-subalgebra Hc G is 
Abelian. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let k be perfect and let G be a finite dimensional Lie 
algebra over k. Then the following statements areequivalent: 
(1) G is simple-semiabelian. 
(2) There is a finite dimensional p-simple-semiabelian Lie algebra G 
and an imbedding E:G -+ G’ such that [G, G] = E(G). 
Proof. (1) * (2) Consider the injection E: G + Der,(G), x tt ad, . 
Der,(G) isa finite dimensional restricted Li  algebra over k. Let G := E(G& 
be the p-hull ofE(G) in Der,(G). Then we have [G, G] = c(G). Let Jap G 
be a p-ideal. Then Jns(G) is an ideal in c(G), whence Jns(G) = 0 or 
c(G) cJ. In the latter case, weobtain G cJ. If Jfl c(G) = 0 then, for every 
D in J and every x in G we have 0= [D, ad,] = adn,x), which yields D = 0. 
Now let H $ G be a proper p-subalgebra, then[H, H] c E(G). If 
[H, H] = E(G) we have s(G),, c H, a contradiction. Thus IH, H] $ E(G) is 
Abelian. and H is therefore solvable. Since, byTheorem 4.1, H consists 
entirely of semisimple endomorphisms, it i  abelian by Proposition 1.2.
(2) 3 (1) We already know that E(G) = [G, G] is imple. Let H $ G be a 
proper subalgebra andconsider H, := Norc(s(H)). This is a p-subalgebra of 
G which cannot be all of G unless H equals 0.If H is nontrivial we get hat 
E(H) c H, is Abelian, whence H is Abelian. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let G be a finite dimensional p-simple-semiabelian Lie 
algebra over k. Then the set of zeros of the p-map is 0. 
Proof Let G, := [G, G]; then G, is simple-semiabelian y the proof 
above. According to Theorem 4.1 we know that Der,(G,) does not contain 
any nonzero nilpotent lements. (Note that this weaker version of 
Theorem 4.1 can be proved without assuming k to be perfect.) By 
Lemma 7.1 the mapping p: G -+ Der,(G,) x ct adxlG, isinjective. Let xbe a 
zero of the p-map. Then ad”, IG, = 0 which yields p(x) = 0. Thus 
xE kerp= (0). 
8. CONNECTIONS WITH THE BRAUER GROUP 
THEOREM 8.1. Let G be a finite dimensional on-abelian, ad-semisimple 
Lie algebra over k. Then the following statements hold: 
(1) If g c G is minimal nonabelian, then g/3(g) is simple-semiabelian 
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(2) If char(k) = 0, then gc G is simple-semiabelian if and only if g is 
minimal nonabelian. 
ProoJ: (1) Let J 4 g be a maximal ideal of g. Then J is Abelian and 
we have ad: I0 = 0 which in turn involves ad, 1 g = 0 since gis ad-semisimple. 
Consequently, theequation J= j(g) holds. g/3(g) cannot be Abelian since 
otherwise the same would apply to g. Hence we obtain the desired result. 
(2) One direction s clear. Let g be minimal-nonabelian. According to
Levi’s theorem we may write g= IJ @ rad(g). The minimality of gthen yields 
rad(g) = 0 and hence ghas trivial center. Now apply (1). 
LEMMA 8.2. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p # 0 and let G be 
a finite dimensional restricted Li  algebra such that he p-map does not have 
a nontrivial zero. Then G is ad-semisimple. 
Remark. The remark following Proposition 1.2demonstrates hat the 
condition “kperfect” is essential forthe validity of Lemma 8.2. Lemma 8.2 
is a direct onsequence of the Jordan-Chevalley decomposition n restricted 
Lie algebras. 
Using Lemma 8.2 and Theorem 8.1 consecutively, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p f 0. 
Suppose there are noJinite dimensional simple-semiabelian Lie algebras over 
k. Then every finite dimensional division algebra D over k is commutative. 
LEMMA 8.4. Let D be a finite dimensional central division algebra over 
aJield k of characteristic 0. Then D is either t ivial or it contains a imple- 
semiabelian Liealgebra. 
Proof. Suppose D is nontrivial. First, wewant to prove that 0is the only 
eigenvalue ofad, in k Vx E D. Let xr, be an element of D such that 
a E k\{O) is an eigenvalue of adXO. Then 1 is an eigenvalue of ad,, where 
x *= a-lxO. Hence there is y E D\{O} such that y=x, y - yx,. For x E D 
lert ‘ 1, denote the left multiplication by x. Then 1, E End,(D) and 
lY=lx,~lY-lYOlx,. Since char(k) = 0 we know by a lemma due to 
Jacobson that 1, is nilpotent (cf. [8, p. 211. This yields y = 0, a contradiction. 
Let K be an algebraic closure ofk. Then, from general gebra theory, we
know that D Ok K is central-simple over K and isomorphic to Mat,(K). This 
yields an isomorphism [D, D] ok K N sl(n). The latter algebra isknown to 
be simple, consequently (D, D] is simple. The Killing-form f ID, D] is 
nonsingular andTheorem 2.1 is applicable. Hence [D, D] is ad-semisimple 
and by virtue ofTheorem 8.1 we obtain the desired result. 
Finally, we summarize our results a follows: 
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THEOREM 8.5. Let k be a perfect field over which there is no finite 
dimensional simple-semiabelian Lie algebra. Then the Brauer group Br(k) of 
k is trvial. 
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